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Special Feature
We Stoop to Commentt-367 F. Supp.
373 (E.D. Pa. 1973)
Becker, J.,
Was clever in his way.
But not to be outdone,
Some scholarly (?) commentary should be spun.
So now into this case we delve,
The Editorial Board of Volume 12.
There'll be no analysis of the substance of the case,
Note this as a caveat to this "res."
Such work may be strange for a law review,
But it's unusual for the Eastern District, tool
Our hearts go out to the creative judge,
Who from the old ways was not loathe to budge.
But we really know who set the pace,
The lowly clerks who researched the case.
And praise to the advocates for their dedication and time,
For they are the ones who started this rhyme.
We cannot forget the scribes at West,
For even they penned the headnotes in jest.
The sober attitude of our law school years,
Has bored us almost all to tears,
Thus we would like to compliment,
The refreshing opinion in F. Supplement.
Any further Rhyme would merely be rote,
But we all make apology to Alexander Pope.
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t The title for this Special Feature was purloined from the 18th century English
parody by Oliver Goldsmith entitled, "She Stoops to Conquer."
